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Union Station Homeless Services (USHS) marketing management

When I first joined USHS, their branding was incohesive across
social media, printed marketing collateral and their website. One of
my major projects over the past year has been to elevate and unify
their brand and communications across multiple platforms. 

CHRISTINA HERMAN PORTFOLIOCHRISTINA HERMAN PORTFOLIO



Individuals across the
agency producing content
that was not brand-aligned
Lack of brand cohesion on
social media (many
different colors and fonts)
Agency not represented well
on their website (incomplete
or poorly designed pages
lacking compelling images
and information) 

The challenges I came across
with Union Station Homeless
Services' marketing included:

1.

2.

3.

BEFORE: THE CHALLENGESBEFORE: THE CHALLENGES



Created a Marketing and
Communications Style guide
that outlines in detail the fonts,
colors and logos everyone in the
agency should use in their
outreach materials
Elevated the social media
strategy to be more cohesive
and brand-aligned
Redesigned the website to be
more visually appealing, user-
friendly, search engine optimized
and responsive
Each page on the new site has a
clear Call-to-Action above the
fold

In my role at USHS, I:

1.

2.

3.

4.

AFTER: MY SOLUTIONSAFTER: MY SOLUTIONS



CASE STUDY: NEWS PAGESCASE STUDY: NEWS PAGES

There was a section of links
and resources that did not
look important or prominent
The pages lacked photos
and were thus not visually
compelling or engaging
With content spread out in
different locations, it was
difficult for users to find the
information they were
looking for
Information about the
Advocacy Program was not
included anywhere on the
site
There were no footers on
any pages

On the old USHS website, the
media contacts, press release,
and news updates were spread
across several pages.

The user experience suffered
because:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



CASE STUDY: NEWS PAGESCASE STUDY: NEWS PAGES

Resources and links are
featured  prominently above
the fold
Media contacts are easy to
find
News stories and press
releases are consolidated
into a single "In the News"
section with photos
A "Featured Story" highlights
an impactful partnership
There is a footer on every
page

On the redesigned USHS
website, the media contacts,
press release, and news
updates are streamlined
together into a single News
Room. An Advocacy section has
been added to highlight the
important policy work staff is
doing.

The user experience is improved
because:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



https://unionstationhs.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Annual-Report-21-for-web.pdf
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Naked Hippie Snacks Rebranding

Naked Hippie Snacks was in need of a complete rebrand of their
company and website redesign to look more professional, reach
more people and increase sales.



A logo and packaging design that was not appetizing or appealing
A website that was not well-functioning or visually compelling

The challenges with Naked Hippie Snacks included:

1.
2.

BEFORE: THE CHALLENGESBEFORE: THE CHALLENGES



Hire an artist to design a new logo under my direction
Design new packaging
Redesign the website with a fresh look and clear calls to action
Product photography

My solutions were to: 

AFTER: MY SOLUTIONSAFTER: MY SOLUTIONS


